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Students exhale stress in yoga class STDs raise
By Ian Ross
Daily Staff Writer

risks beyond
intercourse

A few groans could be heard and a couple of people fell over as Junko Linafelter
instructed her yoga class to perform the
half-moon pose, a standing stretch while
on one foot.
Beginners and intermediate students
gathered for yoga class Wednesday in
room 75 of Spartan Complex East for
nearly two hours of breathing and
stretching exercises.
Linafelter said yoga dates back about
5,000 years to India and is based on
Hindu philosophy. She describes yoga as
a form of exercise with spiritual, mental
and physical benefits.
"When I started doing yoga,! expected
the physical benefits," she said. "I actually got more spiritual benefits, and! didn’t expect that.
"I’m from Japan," she said. "My first
impression of yoga in this country was
more physical exercise. From my own
experience, it’s physical, mental and spiritual three-dimensional."
Linafelter said she has been doing yoga
on and off for about 20 years but has
been serious about yoga for 10 years
now. She defined yoga as the science of
life.
Monica Diaz, an undeclared freshman,
said yoga was more difficult than she
expected, but there are benefits.
It relaxes you a whole lot," she said. "It
relieves stress if you do it right. Sometimes
you can hurt yourself, though."
Tom Klawender, a senior majoring in
business, said although it can be
painful sometimes, yoga is a relaxing them too."
activity.
The bridge pose releases tension
Linafelter said she focuses on teaching around the spine, she said.
hatha yoga, which is a branch of raja yoga,
Later, Linafelter had the class perthe science of mental and physical health. form some standing poses, including
Hatha yoga features more standing posture the sun salutation pose and the halfthan raja yoga, she said.
moon pose.
Yoga works the seven different chakras
The half moon pose is one of the more
or energy centers, Linafelter said. The challenging poses the class has done so
locations of the chalisas range from the far, Linafelter said. Many of the students
lower abdomen, the chest and the throat to had difficulty keeping their balance durthe top of the head.
ing this pose.
The class began by lying on the floor,
"I don’t want them to give up," she said.
closing their eyes and doing some "If you’re breathing properly, your body
breathing exercises.
will tell you what to do.
"Breathing is important to complete the
"Every week they get better, get more
benefit," Linafelter said. "Breathing is the confidence," she said. "That’s what I
key to knowing yourself."
want them to experience."
"If you’re not breathing right, you won’t
Linafelter cannot use her palms on the
be able to do some of the poses," Diaz said. mat during poses because of arthritis so
After the breathing exercises, the class instead site rests on her fists, which
began a series of stretches while on their makes it more difficult to stay balanced,
backs, hugging their knees, doing bridge she said.
poses and stretching their arms and legs
"If you cannot do something, you have to
out in various directions.
find something you can do, she said.
Those poses focus on the lumbar "That’s what I want them to learn."
region, Linafelter said.
To end the session, the class did son),
he lumbar area is really stiff, so I more breathing exercises.
release that area first," she said. "The
"At the end, we lie down and relax,"
hamstrings are also tight so 1 I sos on Diaz said. "Some people fall asleep."

Editor’s Note: The Spartan Daily will run articles on cam
pus health issues twice each week until the end ofNcrvember.
FB.
By Jenny Shearer
Daily Staff Writer
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Above: Dawn Stanojevic,
right, a freshman majoring
in accounting, stretches
with fellow classmates in
the yoga 61A and 61B
classes taught by yoga
instructor Junk Linafelter.
The classes feature a series
of yoga moves called the
"Sun Salutation" which
include "The Cobra," "The
Triangle Pose" and "The
Downward facing Dog."
Left: Deja Lambert, a senior
majoring in kinesiology, sits
in a meditative position
during her yoga 61A and
61B classes Wednesday in
the Spartan Complex. The
Raga yoga course, which is
a science of physical and
mental health, combines
beginning and intermediate yoga into one class.

Filing fee proposed for international students
By Janine Stanhope
Daily Copy Editor
A new $100 filing fee is being proposed
to maintain SEVIS, the Student and
Exchange Visitor Information System
database that tracks international student
enrollment, said Immigration and
Customs Enforcement spokeswoman
Gillie Haynes.
Haynes said all nonimmigrant students
could ultimately be required to complete the
$100 SEVIS 1-901 form to pay the maintenance fee.
"If a student is here as an undergraduate
and wants to get a master’s degree, a new fec

will not be required unless the student leaves
the country for more than five months,"
Haynes said.
Haynes said SEVIS originally was originally under the former Immigration and
Nationalization Service.
After Department of Homeland Security
officials announced the new investigative
arm called Immigration and Customs
Enforcement bureau or ICE, it launched
the new congressionally mandated SEVIS
to monitor foreign student progress on Aug.
1.
Calvin Dixon, head of the program analysis branch for SEVIS in the Department of
Homeland Security in Washington, D.C.
said the rule for the new fee was drafted

and posted for review an the Federal
Register.
"The proposed fee is designed to pay for
the labor materials and infrastructure
required to track all foreign students and
exchange visitors," Dixon said.
According to the Bureau of Citizenship
and Immigration Services, exchange visitors
have J visas and nonimmigrant students have
F visas, and their dependents have J-2 and F2 visas.
Currently, the SEVIS Web page at
http://uscis.gov provides forms and information for students who need information.
The fee might be required as early as
Spring 2004 to maintain the database,

according to the timeline described in the
Oct. 27 issue of the Federal Register.
Other online forms and payment options
are also accessible online such as the 1-90
application form to buy, replace or renew a
Green Card for permanent residency,
according to U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services Web site.
As of Oct. 16,6,954 schools are certified to
use the new SEVIS and there are 611 institutions that have pending applications for
certification, according to the SEVIS Web
site.
The Federal Registrar article also reports
that the Department of Homeland Security
See

SEVIS, page 4

Sexually transmitted infections can spread without ever actually having sex, said a health center
official.
Skin-to-skin contact can result in the spread of
infections such as herpes, human papillomavirus
(HPV, also known as genital warts) and parasitic lice
such as scabies and crabs, said Dr. Steven L. Harris,
director of the Student Health Center.
"You can just sleep naked with somebody, being in
skin-to-skin contact, and get (certain infections),"
Harris said.
He said another common sexually transmitted
infection on college campuses is chlamydia, a bacterial infection that often has no symptoms in
women.
"Chlamydia is 70 percent symptomatic in men and
30 percent symptomatic in women," Harris said.
"The way most women find out if they have these
infections is when they get a Call from their male
partner."
According to information provided by the Health
Center, 1,639 chlamydia tests were performed at San
Jose State University in 2002. Of those, 4.6 percent
came back positive.
"I’m surprised it’s not higher," Harris said.
The American Social Health Association’s Web
site states that two-thirds of all sexually transmitted
diseases occur in people under 25.
One student said he knew a lot about sexually
transmitted infections from health classes he took in
high school.
"Wly fraternity (Delta Upsilon) had lessons on it, a
short presentation," said Jonathan Sangalang, a
freshman computer engineering major.
"The stuff they told you is already stuff that I hear
and most people already know," he said.
Another student, Margaret Palmer, a senior occupational therapy major, said she had learned information about sexually transmitted infections from
classes, magazines and the Internet.
Palmer, who’s engaged, she said she and her fiance
were tested for HIV several years mo.
Harris said it’s a good idea for SJSU students to j3rt
tested for sexually transmitted infections, even if they
just want to rule out something they’ve noticed on
their bodies.
"If it’s not normal and you’ve never seen it, Ft it
checked out," Harris said. "I’d rather tell you it’s a
pimple, don’t worry about it, than you have herpes
and you’re contagious now for the rest of your life.
"Prevention is cheaper than treatment and less
painful than treatment," Harris said.
He said women are tested for infections such as
chlamydia, gonorrhea, syphilis and HIV during
annual gynecological exams. These exams also
include a visual exam, in which the clinician
looks for signs of infections such as herpes or
HPV.
Harris said the differences in male and female
anatomy can make it difficult for people to notice
infections themselves. Women’s genital organs are
primarily internal, while men’s organs are external.
"(In women), chlamydia ... causes a thin, watery,
mucus-like discharge. A woman may think it’s just
her normal secretions," Harris said.
The problem is often getting young men to come
to the Health Center for exams because they may
have issues about people seeing their penis, Hams
said.
"You’d think women would be the ones who would
be more uncomfortable, if you will, in an awkward

See HEALTH, page 3

Students get hands-on film experience
By Michelle Meier
Daily staff writer
Observers watched in shock as a brawl
between two students broke out on San Jose
State University’s campus Wednesday afternoon.
Amanda Frank, a junior majoring in
business who witnessed the incident, said
initially she wasn’t sure what was going on.
"I thought it was a real fight," Frank said.
"Then I saw the microphone, so I realized
they were probably doing a skit."
Frank was right.
Ten students enrolled in Television, Radio,
Film, Theatre 170A, "Acting and Directing
in front of the Camera," were reenacting a
scene from "Higher Learning," the 1995
movie dealing with racial conflict by director
John Singleton.
The class, which meets every Friday from
10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m., requires students
to participate in the production of a minimum of four projects throughout the
semester. The students are involved in a

number of different capacities, ranging
from director to actor to production crew,
depending on their experience.
Vijay Vanniarajan, a senior majoring in
television, radio, film, theatre, is the director of this particular project, although he
said his true love is screenwriting.
He said he chose to shoot scenes from
this film because it called for strong acting.
"One of the greatest commodities that SPU
has in the department is the actors," he said."!
knew we h.d actors who could fit the roles."
Zachary Smith, a junior also majoring in
television, radio, film and theatre, was chosen by Vanniarajan to play the character of
Remy - a lost white youth, originally
played by Michael Rapaport.
Smith said the process of shooting a sixminute scene will take around three -and a-half hours, not to mention the cutting
and editing done by. the director.
"Higher Learning, which takes place on a
college campus, lent itself well to filming at
SJSU. The students shot scenes in front of
the Science building, in the Dr. Nlartin
Luther King Jr. Joint Library and along

Fourth Street.
Although the students are only required to
complete four feets, this project marks
Smith’s sixth for the semester. In his latest
E,roject, he portrayed a character from the film
American ’History X," by director Tony Kaye.
"It helps to build up a repertoire," Smith
said.
He said he already has plans for his
future.
"I want to write it, direct it and act in it,"
he said. "One of the three has got to pay off"
Joining Smith in the cast is Ricky
Marshall, a junior majoring in theatre arts.
He plays Malik, a character played by
Omar Epps in the film.
In describing the character, Marshall
said, "He’s just like Remy, but he’s being
pulled in the black sense. All their teachings clash into each other."
Marshall said he enjoys shooting the
scenes because the directing in the class is at
a high level.
He said the students also have free access

See FILM, page 3

Zachary Smith, front, a junisii television, radio, film, and theatre maw’, lullS,truin left,
Ricky Marshall, Anayo Amuzie and Esker Pruitt near Fourth Street Wednesday afternoon. Marshall, Amuzie and Pruitt acted out scenes from the movie "Higher Learning"
for their acting and directing class.
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THE THIULLA FROM MANILA

Nothing is like an adventurous road trip with friends
row" glassware from the Bulldog Brewery in Fresno.
At least in the Bay Area, we have a more diverse popuThe main reason why! go on a road trip is to experience lation of people. Here we almost have all of the colors of
new things, see new sites and meet new people.
the rainbow represented.
Another thing that drove me a bit crazy
Going back to Southern California was
a joy in itself since the last time I had the
while I was visiting down south was this
chance to be down there was nearly two
pantry I ate at. This place was pretty cool
years ago.
because it had this look that you can only
One thing that the people down south
get from a mom-and-pop shop. It was
almost like Peanuts, but they had a smallhave over us up north is the quality of the
er selection of food, and there wasn’t any
beaches. Sure, Santa Cruz is nice with
the Boardwalk, but the beaches in Los
beer on the menu.
The part that got to me in this establishAngeles all have a distinct culture and
feel to each of them. The songs from the
ment was the sporting artifacts that were
Beach Boys and television shows like
hung on the wall. Coming from a guy who
supports the Oakland Athletics, San
Baywatch and Pacific Blue helped to
make the sunny southern California
Francisco 49ers and Sacramento Kings, I
RYAN BALBUENA
was almost in a personal hell to see my
beaches famous.
The only complaint I had during the trip was that the teams rivals’ stuff on the wall. On the bright side, my
women were not what I pictured. Most of them were your turkey Denver omelet tasted delicious.
tall, cute and blonde sorority types. It was almost like they
For the San Francisco Giants fans reading this, they had
were all made in some cookie dough, then cut out of a this little shrine devoted to the famed Anaheim Angels
rally monkey that was made famous during the 2002
cookie cutter, then baked to give them a tan.
In other words, they all pretty much looked the same. World Series almost a year ago.
Sure, they may be a bit on the perfect side since they were
Moving on to somewhere a bit closer to home is Fresno
all cut from a cookie cutter and not by hand.
where Saturday’s San Jose State University - Fresno State

It’s nine to get )out bags pa..keil and get your car all
gassed up. It is time for another road trip.
This month is going to be a bit crazy for me because
each weekend I will be welcomed to a new view and a new
city.
Last weekend, I found myself soaking up sun in sunny
Southern California. This weekend, I will be making the
brave journey into enemy territory in Fresno. Finally, in
two weeks, I’ll be making a return appearance to "The
Biggest Little City in the World," Reno, Nev.
Going on a road trip is more fun, in my opinion, than
traveling somewhere with your family on a vacation. One
reason is the memories of the crazy and wonderful things
that happen while on the trip with your friends.
We see our friends just about every day at school and
sometimes at work, but being with them on the road is
different. You tend to see a side that you sometimes might
not see on a normal basis.
For most of these road trips, I have had the luxury of
having my partner in crime, Chris, accompany me on our
wacky adventures.
Some of the best and funniest memories have been
shared with this guy. These memories include the many
topics we’re discussed during the car ride, to seeing him
almost get thrown out of a casino, to helping him "bor-

Viewpoint I The search committee for
the new SJSU president is too exclusive
Dear editor,

ulation of the city of San Jose and of SJSU’s service area.
Yet, it comprises only 14 percent of the student populaOn behalf of the president’s Latino Community tion.
Advisory Council at San Jose State University, I would
Additionally, Latinos are the only underrepresented
like to express our deep concern regarding the search ethnic group among the faculty ranks, comprising only 5
process for a new president for SJSU.
percent of faculty. These have been, and continue to be,
The Latino Community Advisory Council was created major issues to the Latino community served by SJSU.
by former President Robert Caret six years ago as one of
Given these issues and given the role of the Latino
three ethnic community advisory councils.
Community Advisory Council, we are very concerned
The charge of the three councils was to "serve as an and distressed over the presidential search process, estabadvisory body, advising President Caret regarding the lished by the Board of Trustees.
educational needs of SJSU’s Latino community. The
We find the search process to be a direct contradiction
advisory council will primarily focus on issues which sig- to SJSU’s goals and philosophy of broad participation
nificantly impact campus climate (e.g. access, retention and inclusion.
and graduation of students from the Latino communiWe are dismayed that, as the president’s Latino
Community Advisory Council, we were not consulted
ty)."
The creation of these three ethnic community advisory regarding participation in the search committee, nor
councils was consistent with President Caret’s goals of invited to participate in any way.
creating a campus that was welcoming, nurturing and
It is time to end the old practices of secrecy and excluinclusive of all students and staff at SJSU.
sion, and adopt formal policies and procedure based on
President Caret recognized that a campus, as ethnical- broad participation and inclusion consistent with the
ly and culturally diverse as SJSU, required an inclusive growing multiculturalism of our state, our communities
philosophy that ensured the active participation and sup- and our campuses.
port of the many diverse communities served by SJSU.
We strongly urge the board to review and reassess its
To that end, the ethnic community advisory councils current policies and practices in order that they may be
have served a significant role in assisting the university more consistent with the goals and philosophy of incluto establish a climate which is welcoming and inclusive sion and participation.
of all of its many diverse cultures and communities.
This lack of consultation and lack of inclusion in the
The Latino Community Advisory Council has long search process can only serve to undermine our council’s
been concerned with the issue of under-representation of and our community’s confidence in the final outcome.
Latino students, Latino faculty and administrators at
SJSU. Latino students remain the major underrepresented group at SJSU.
The university is located in the heart of one of the
Gustavo De La Torre
major Latino communities in California and the country.
Chair
The Latino community comprises 30 percent of the popLatino Community Advisory Council

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon
three working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall, room 209. Entries can also be e -mailed to spartandaily@casa.sjsu.edu titled "Sparta Guide."
Space restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.
TODAY
CAREER C.ENTER
An internship workshop and panel discussion for liberal
arts majors will take place today from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. in
building F.

prizes will be given away to the audience as well as an
opportunity to find out information about working for one
of the organizations involved in the event, visit
http://www.fbidiversity.com <http://www.tbidiversity.com/
SUNDAY

University football game will take pla..e.
It amazes me how, in a place like Fresno,

there isn’t a
whole lot to do but to go to your local university sporting
events and tip cows out in farm country.
The only thing that helped save the whole trip was the
visit to Chris Meat Market in the Chinatown section of
Fresno. The market had pieces of beef and other animals
hung up and groceries. This place also sold food, but there
is something about the meat they sold that would give La
Victoria Taqueria a run for its money.
Finally, there is always Sin City’s little sister, Reno. The
bars are open 24 hours a day and the alcohol flows like the
Truckee River. Gambling is legal throughout the state
and prostitution is legal outside city limits. When a person is given those types of freedoms, one can only image
what can happen.
With that comes the last thing about road trips - whatever happens (insert your city here), stays in (city you just
named).

Ryan Balbuena is the
Spartan Daily photo editor.
The Thrilla From Manila’ appears Fridays.

CONFUSED

The dilemma of choosing
between career and family
The thought of spending four years in college seemed
like an eternity three-and-a-half-years ago. Now, only a
semester away from graduation, I can honestly say it
went by too quickly. So quickly it almost frightens me.
What scares me even more than actually having to start
on a career is another big change in my life getting
engaged. When my boyfriend proposed after three years
of dating, I was very excited.
I never thought time would go by so fast. It seemed like
it was only yesterday that I was a 19-year-old freshman
living in the dorms now I am about to
turn 23. And with all of these changes
that many college students face in their
20s, it is time to make some major decisions.
Do I want kids?
What kind of job should I get?
Should I get my master’s degree?
My doctorate?
Take a break?
Travel?
I have always wanted to go to law
school. That’s been a dream of mine since
THERESE
I was little. It still is. After spending three
years in law school and paying an estimated $70,000, I could work for a few years to get started
before getting established in the type of law firm I want.
I would probably be 30 and by that time, maybe I would
want to have kids.
Yes, kids.
Believe it or not, at the age of 22, I have already
thought about it. If you are a female, even as a college
student, it has probably, at one point, crossed your mind.
But the truth is that many of us will never have kids,
according to statistics.
In a Mercury News article that ran on Oct. 24, two out
of five women who are in their childbearing years, have
no children. And this increase has been steadily climbing
for the past seven years, according to the article.
This only seems to point out that many women are now
putting family on hold in order to pursue their careers.
Women are getting more educated, more ambitious and
do no longer feel like they are expected to just stay home
with children.
The article also shows that women who live in a metropolitan area, such as the Bay Area, are more likely to
be childless, and 47 percent of women who make more
than $75,000 a year, have no children at all.
So does this mean that the more educated I get, the less

likely I am to ever have kids?
Not necessarily. First off, education is not always
directly correlated to salary. Second, 40 percent of those
who make less than $20,000 are also childless.
So I guess if you have a moderate amount of education,
children, a husband and a
you are likely to have it all
Meer.
It is almost

unfair that women have to choose between
being ambitious and experiencing motherhood. Don’t
get me wrong. I think it’s great that women have the
resources and power to get more education. Without my education, I would
have missed out on so many opportunities, and I would definitely not have had
the potential career options I have now.
But why can’t we have both?
For men, the choice seems so simple:
they can focus on their careers and have
a family at the same time, but only if
mom chooses to stay home, of course
The only problem they have is the pressure of having to support their family
financially with a decent job.
BRATBERG
In our society, there are so many expectations to having a successful career, being
thin and fit and have a family.
How are we supposed to live up to all those expectations? It seems that sometime or another, you have to
choose, and for me the choice is not going to be easy.
I always thought of myself as someone who would pursue my career first. Education is valued very highly in my
family and the thought of living a competitive and ambitious lifestyle is appealing to me. But at the same time,
once I reach that goal, am I going to be thinking I should
have spent more time with family enjoying myself
instead of spending all my time at work?
Luckily, there is always the option of adoption. If you
eventually figure out you’ve had enough of living a hectic career life, you can always adopt a child.
But again, statistics say that’s not likely to happen.
So I guess what it boils down to is, should I start studying for the Law SAT or should I buy a stroller?

Sotoot of Music AND DANCE
The Gospel Ensemble will have a concert today at 7 p.m.
with special guest performances. It costs $3 to $5 for SJSU
students and $7 for general admission.

S.ISU CATHOUC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Sunday Mass take place every Sunday from noon to 5 p.m.
in SJSU campus ministry center. For more information,
call Sister Marcia at 938-1610.

Smoot. OF ART AND DESIGN
Student Galleries will be open today from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
in the Art building. For more information, call Sam or Bill
at 924-4330.

Mama

ANOTHER DIMENTIAN I PAUL DYBDAHL

IIIMMIAMERKAN Smug ORGAIMADON
The third meeting to discuss acitivities for the holidays will
be held today from 6 to 7 p.m. in the Almaden room of
the Student Union. For more information, call Matthew
Olivieri at 568-6529.

I KNOW Ill STUDENrs ALL FALL ASLEEP DUPING
MY SLIDE SHOW atTuRls. IT MAKES IT A PIECE Or
CAKE TO PICK THEIR POCKETS.

CHINESE CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP
A Christian fellowship that shares faith in Jesus Christ
with others takes place every Friday from 2:30 to 4 p.m. in
the Almaden room of the Student Union. For more information, visit www.sjsuccforg or e-mail
jefflieu217@yahoo.com.

Smut, ABROAD

An information meeting will be held today at 2 p.m. in the
Montalvo room in the Student Union. For more information, call 924-5931 or e-mail studyabroad@sjsu.edu.

ISULMIC Smuts Gear
jummah Prayer takes place every Friday at 1:15 p.m. in the
Costanoan room in the Student Union. For more information, contact Yasir Rao at 286-1217 or e-mail
msaliaison_sjsu@hotmail.com.

SIM/ CATHOUC CAJAPUS Mown
Daily Mass takes place every weekday at 12:10 p.m. in the
SJSU campus Ministry Center. For more information, call
Sister Marcia at 938-1610.

NVIRDION AND FOCO Sam
Body fat testing using cutting-edge analyzer will be held
every Monday from 9 to 10:30 a.m. in the Central
Classroom building, room 221. It costs $5 per student. For
more information, call Sherry at 924-3362.

SJSU CATHOUC CAMPUS PArasno
’Daily Mass takes place every weekday at 12:10 p.m. in the
SJSU campus Ministry Center. For more information, call
Sister Marcia at 938-1610.

DEPNiTMENT or

SATURDAY

SJSU GRUPO Fotxtooco Luria r Sot
Folkloric dancers from various regions of Mexico perform
every Monday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the Mosaic CrossCultural Center in the Student Union. Beginners and
advanced students are welcome. For more information, call
Malenda Wallin at 247-1220.

GAMES
A free competition event with representatives from the
FBI, Army and the Air Force will take place today from 1
to 4:30 p.m. in the barbecue pit. They will be competing
against each other in a series of events and trivia. Food and
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Documentary explores SJSU’s
ties to Japanese internment
By Alexandra Prora
/ .),/t/y .iujJ lt,,tci
Two San Jose State University faculty
members worked as historical advisers
for a KTEH documentary film, "Return
to the Valley"
Wendy Ng, a sociology pmtessor, and
Alex Yamato, the Asian American studies
=opordinator, said they contributed
al research to the project.
The documentary tells the story of the
reintegration of the JapaneseArnencans in the Santa Clara, Salinas
and Central Coast region communities
after they returned from internment
camps at the end of thc World War II,
Yamato said.
In 1942, President Franklin Roosevelt
released an order that required all
Japanese-Americans to register with officials and go to internment camps, said
Mike Ego, the dean of the College of
Applied Sciences and Arts.
The documentary "recaptures the
struggles Japanese-Americans went
through to establish community and
family life," Yamato said.
Cristina Lim, the producer, said the
film tells the story of JapaneseAmericans dealing with reintegration in
the rural area.
She said until the late 1970s, most of
the Bay Area was a farming region. Lim
said many Japanese people were farmers
and fishermen before the war.
Japanese-Americans were deprived of
the right to own property through the
Alien Land Law of 1913, which was

strengthened over the years until 1948,
when it was written off, Yamato said.
Yamato said the documentary examines how Japanese-Americans had to
deal with racism and discrimination.
"The whole experience traumatized
Japanese-Americans who felt a sense of
shame and guilt, even though they hadn’t
done anything wrong," Yamato said.
He said "this is a moving story because
it shows the spirit of people who didn’t
give up and weren’t destroyed by what
happened."
Yamato said his parents and his older
brother were in internment camps during the World War II.
So was Ng’s mother, she said.
Ng said after viewing the program,
students will get to know the local history better.
"They will have a better understanding
of the kind of hardships that people
underwent during wartime, such as evacuation and incarceration," Ng said.
Yamato said the documentary establishes the historical context for the resettlement.
Ng said the film is important to
remember the history.
Lim said the film contains historical
photos of the valley before the war and
home movies.
John Hayakawa, who registered for the
internment camp at the assembly place
in the San Jose 11/fen’s Gymnasium
now Yoshihim Uchida Hall is one of
the people who tells his story in the film.
After he registered, Hayakawa was
sent to the Heart Mountain, Wyo.
internment camp and returned in late
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for my reels," he said.
A reel (a tape highlighting one’s
best work), as required by most
directors before an audition,
Marshall said.
Although a great deal of time and energy must go into each project, Marshall
said he is glad SJSU offers the class.
"I love it," he said. "It’s easily
becoming one of my favorite classes."

HEALTH I
continuedfrom page I
situation because your exam is much
more invasive," Harris said.
He said the test that’s used for men
is easy and requires a clinician to place
a small 1111Tip at the tip of the penis.
Although many students may think
using condoms during intercourse will
keep them safe from infection, but
that’s not necessarily the case, Harris
said.
Condoms, while an effective HIV
prevention method when used properly, don’t offer the same protection
against all types of sexually_transmitted infections, namely HPV and herpes, Harris said.
They don’t always cover those parts
of male and female anatomy that may
be affected with sores, blisters or warts.
"Condoms are good for gonorrhea, chlamydia, syphilis, they’re a
wonderful thing. They’re also effective in preventing pregnancy if used
properly. But for HPV, same as herpes, they’re not very helpful. So we
have to understand the risks and the
limitations of condoms," Harris said.
The Health Center uses student peer
health educators who do presentations
in classrooms and the residence halls
to increase students’ awareness about
sexually transmitted infections.
Laurice Gonzales, a team leader for the
health and wellness promotion department’s Gender and Soma! Health Peer
Education program, said she uses a condom demonstrator to show people how
to properly put on condoms.
"We named him Bob. And it breaks
the tension when I pull out this penis
and put it on the table," Gonzales said.
She said it’s important for women to
know how to apply a condom, particularly if a male partner says using one
breaks the mood.
"If the girl at least knows about how
to put in on, that can keep the mood
going, there’s still some contact going
on, she said.
Gonzales, a senior behavioral science
major, said she tries to use humor during her presentations and that can
usually tell when people are hearing
facts about sexually transmitted infections that surprise them.
"I get the eyebrow raise, I see the
look on their face," she said.
In addition to offering information
sessions, Gonzales said the peer health
educators are also available for confidential counseling or to answer questions about sex.
She said students can also be
referred to the Student Health Center
for more information.
Gonzales said people sometimes will
share that they recently had unprotected sex and want to know what
they should do next.
"Some people come in and they have
questions about different condoms.
We have a condom co-op, where we
sell a variety of condoms at cost, the
most expensive is about 30 cents,"
Gonzales said.
"We even have a relationship segment of our track where wc talk about
negotiating safer sex with your partner
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Bangin’ on the bongo ...

Autumn Cruz / Daily Staff
Jeff Hanson, left, a graduate student in music, plays the guiro, while Alex Specht of Sunnyvale and
Tammy Bueno, a former music student at San Jose State University, play the bongo drums outside
the Music building Wednesday evening. The three were practicing for a Latin Jazz concert directed
by Wayne Wallace that was held in the Concert Hall that night.

Florida gives Bush $2.6 million in support

FILM I
to high-tech equipment at the
Instructional Resources Center or
ecripment room.
They don’t look like cheap student
films," he said.
Marshall said he believes this class
will provide him with a strong background for future acting endeavors.
"I’ll be using some of these scenes

1945, he shad.
A former agriculturist. Hayakawa said
the main concern after coming back to
San Jose, his hometown, was "to put
food on the table."
Hayakawa said Javanese Americans
didn’t benefit from social welt-are and that
they had to survive by their own means.
"We did it on our own," Hayakawa
said.
He said he would like people outside
the Japanese-American community to
watch the film, "to realize what we had
to go through to survive as we did for
the last 50 years. (It shows) how we
overcame discrimination and difficulties," Hayakawa said.
The documentary is part of the
"Voices of the Valley" that profiles different ethnic groups in Santa Clara
Valley and the Central Coast, Ng said.
Lim, an SJSU alumna who took
optional Asian-American studies classes
While a student here, said she had the
idea for the film a long time ago, and she
began production when she received a
state grant.
Lim said KCSM produced a documentary about Japanese -Americans
returning back to Califomia after the
war, but that was mainly focused on
the urban area, while "Return to the
Valley" is dedicated to what used to be
rural communities in the valley.
The film is scheduled to re-air on
KTEH on Nov. 25 at 8 p.m.
The_program premiered on June 3 and
the TV station decided to reschedule it
after it received many requests from the
public, Lim said.
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ner about their sexua history, she
said.
Communicating with sexual partners is important, Harris said, because
misunderstandings and miscommunications about sex happen easily.
"We do encourage people to ask
about how many people have you
been with? Who have you been with?
Do you use condoms or any kind of
barrier protection? Do you have oral
sex with people or what? Even get
ting down to what do you do (sexual
ly) with people," Harris said.
For example, Harris said, a woman
might tell her partner she’s a virgin
because she’s never had intercourse.
"That doesn’t mean she’s never had
oral sex and maybe she has an infection (gonorrhea, chlamydia or
syphilis) in her throat," he said.
-People may not also want to disclose
that they have infections like herpes,
Harris said, but not doing so puts
their partners in danger.
"If I know I’ve got something that’s
chronic, that I’m going to have for
life, that is contagious to other people
and that I know how it’s spread-, I feel
an obligation to inform partners that
I have it and let them choose if they
want to be with me," Harris said.
Leizl Joy Pagtaconan, a freshman
business advertising major, said she
was comfortable talking to a sexual
partner about these issues.
"If you’re able to have an intimate
relationship with a person, then you
should be able to have a conversation
about it," Pagtaconan said. "Yeah, I
asked mine,"
"I think it’s a pretty common conversation. ’What cooties do you have
because I don’t want them,’ " said
Carla Bendito, a senior English major.
Ideally, a couple should discuss their
sexual history well before deciding to
have SCA, Harris said.
He said both people should have physical exams, which includes a medical history and baseline tests for sexually transmitted infections such as chlamydia,
gonorrhea, syphilis and HIV.
If neither partner has been sexually
active before, there’s no risk for infection, Harris said.
"But let’s assume we’re not in
Disneyland we’ve had sex with
other partners in the past. Then at
least we should do the baseline tests
(to) see if we’re both free of infection
going into the relationship."
If the tests come back negative,
Harris said the couple should use condoms for six months.
After six months, which is the incubation period for infections such as herpes, HPV and HIV, the couple should
return for more testing to ensure they’re
in good sexual health, he said.
If the second round of tests is negative, the couple, if heterosexual, may
decide to switch to a different form of
pregnancy prevention, such as the
birth control pill, Harris said.
Harris said students can get free
tests for sexually transmitted infections at the health center. HIV tests
have a $10 fee.

Associated Press
ORLANDO, Fla. The state that
put President Bush in the White
House stuffed $2.6 million into his
re-election campaign Thursday,
swelling a record war chest that
already dwarfs those of all the
Democratic presidential contenders.
Bush also tended to his re-electibn
during his 17th trip as president to
Florida by dipping into a political topic
that is a priority for the elderly, a key
voting bloc. Between two fund-raisers,
Bush used the state with the highest
percentage of residents age 65 or older
as a backdrop to press Congress to finish major Medicare legislation.
The president said older Americans
are tired of the delays in getting them
coverage under Medicare for prescription drugs.
"We’ve had plenty of talk in
Washington, we’ve debated this issue
for a long time. Now is the time for
action," Bush said at the Englewood
Neighborhood Center after a private
talk with several older people strug-

gling with high drug bills.
Trading the cold of Washington for
Florida’s warmth, Bush first went to
Disney World, where 600 supporters
munched Mickey Mouse:shapecl Rice
Krispies treats and buffet items at the
Grand Floridian Resort and Spa. The
standing-only luncheon
raised
$860,000 for his campaign.
By evening, Bush was across the
state on Florida’s Gulf Coast for
another money event completely
closed to the public and the press
that collected another $1.7 million
from 700 donors at the home of Al
Hoffman Jr., national co-chairman of
Bush’s 2000 campaign.
The two fund-raisers increased the
president’s 2004 cash collection to at
least $102.9 million and with fund
raising through the mail and over the
Internet factored in, the campaign is
probably at or over the record $106
million Bush raised for the primaries
in 2000.
This time around, the president has
no GOP primary challenger, meaning
he can spend all the money targeting

the Democratic nominee-to-be before what it take to run a championship
the general election matchup season baseball team," said the president, once
even begins.
the owner of the lackluster Texas
By Bush’s side for the Orlando-area Rangers. "He reminded me I don’t
events was Rep. Katherine Harris, a either*
reminder of the disputed 2000 elecRibbing done, the pair then began to
tion that ended with a Supreme Court sound more like politicians.
ruling on the Florida results. Harris
Jeb Bush ticked off a litany of reaearned fame as the state’s secretary of sons the president is doing the counstate during the presidential recount try proud, including that he "reeks of
and is now a GOP congresswoman integrity."
from Florida.
Bush gave a spirited defense of his
Also with Bush was his brother, record on national security, the
Florida’s GOP Gov. Jeb Bush, who economy, education, trade and the
helped put on display the Bush fami- budget. He argued that under his
ly’s penchant for good-natured teas- leadership the country is in a better
ing.
place than it was when he took
Introducing his brother as "Mr. office nearly three years ago
President" appeared to give Jeb Bush despite the economic downturn that
pause. "I still haven’t quite got used to still has not entirely lifted, rising
it yet," he said, to much laughter.
federal budget deficits, and a danThe president fought back. "Thanks, gerous, trouble-ridden U.S. occupaJeb, I mean governor," he said, tion of Iraq.
"On issue after issue, this adminispromptly jabbing his brother for being
a modest fellow who nonetheless has tration has acted on principle, has
tried to claim credit for the Florida kept its word and has made progress.
for the American people," the presiMarlins’ baseball championship.
"I told him he doesn’t have any idea dent said.

Peterson attorney Accused nanny pleads
raises doubts
innocent to charges
Associated Press
MODESTO A detective investigating Laci Peterson’s disappearance
said Thursday that he kept an open
mind and did not focus on the pregnant woman’s husband to the exclusion of other suspects.
At the preliminary hearing to determine if the murder case against Scott
Peterson will go to trial, his defense
attorney suggested the detective took
the case personally and wrongly ruled
out other viable suspects.
Defense attorney Kirk McAllister
suggested that Modesto Police Det.
Al Brocchini had told friends of the
couple that he was going to "take
Scott Peterson down."
Brocchini denied making the statement, but acknowledged he tried

planting the seeds of suspicion" with
a friend of Scott Peterson with a different goal in mind.
"My intent was to catch, to get,
whoever got Laci. That was my
intent and still is," he said, adding
that he followed all leads when
questioning Scott Peterson’s friends.
The remains of the 27-year-old substitute teacher and her unborn son
washed ashore in San Francisco Bay
in April only a few miles from where
her husband said he was fishing
Christmas Eve, when she vanished.
Scott Peterson, 31, later was arrested
and charged with murder.
McAllister also suggested that
Brocchini tried to get Scott
Peterson fired from his fertilizer
sales job, which the detective
denied.

Associated Press
WALNUT CREEK A nanny
charged in the hit-and-run deaths of
two Danville children entered an
innocent plea in a Walnut Creek
courtroom Thursday.
Jimena Barreto, 45, has been held
Without bond in a Contra Costa
County jail since Oct. 28, when San
Jose police arrested her in connection
with the deaths Alana Pack, 7, and her
brother Troy Pack, 10.
Barret is being represented by
Beverly Hills attorney Craig Wormley,
who is best known for representing Al
DeGuzman, a student accused of plotting a Columbine-style attack on a
San Jose community college last year.
Baretto is accused of plowing into the
children on their bicycles after driving

her ear onto the sidewalk of a Danville
street. Both children died at the scene.
Wormley said that his client was in
shock and remained under a 24-hour
suicide watch.
"She feels very bad for the tragic loss
of the siblings and that this is a tragic
accident," Wormley said.
Charges against Barret
whose
driving record at the time included
nine license suspensions and two
drunken-driving arrests
include
vehicular manslaughter, leaving the
scene of a fatal crime, driving on a suspended license, and possession of
cocaine.
Wormley said that he plans to
assemble a team of investigators and
accident reconstruction specialists
before the next preliminary hearing,
set for Dec. 11.

Pursue a passionate,
meaningful career.
New California law recognizes
and licenses naturopathic physicians.
Explore naturopathic medicine and become
a different type of doctor. Are you socially
onscious, di awn to tile medical sciences.
and interested in having a positive and
real impact on the world in your professional
life? If yes, naturopathic medicine can provide

a challenging and meaningful career
that you can now pursue in California.
Go here for more Information. To learn
more about naturopathic medical
education and career opportunities, please
visit www.aanmc.org.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF NATUROPATHIC MEDICAL COLLEGES
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SJSU photojournalist takes second in national competition
By Michael Lerma
Daily Staff Writer
On Nov. 5, the winners of the College
Photographer of the Year were announced for
2003. Among the winners were four San Jose
State University students.
The College Photographer of the Year
awards is based at the University of Missouri
in Columbia.
According to their Web site, 250 students
submitted 7,000 images in 14 categories.
Ivan Kashinsky, a graduate student, won a
silver award for best portfolio.
Tsutomu Fujita won a bronze award for the
personal vision category.
Honorable mentions were awarded to former
student Karla Gachet for spot news and
Autumn Cruz, a photojournalism major, for
sports feature.
Cruz’s image was of a Little League baseball
player entitled "Dreaming Big."
"It was a Little League story I did. The
image is of a little boy with a baseball mitt,"
Cruz said. "There is an open space next to
. him, and it represents big dreams."
Cruz said she was more interested in capturing the culture of the children.
"One minute the (kids) are crying, and the
next they were overjoyed," Cruz said.
Kashinsky said that the whole experience of
entering the competition was intense.
"I had to edit my portfolio down to the best
images," Kashinsky said.
After the submission, Kashinsky said, competitors had to wait for about a month to learn
of the results.
"You have to try not to think about winning,"
Kashinsky said. "If you build yourself up and do
not win, then you get bummed out."
Kashinsky said even though he tried not to
think about the competition, it became more

difficult as the announcement date neared.
"I ended up winning for one photo essay, one
documentary essay and one single image,"
Kashinsky said.
Gachet had a different experience with the
waiting process.
"You kind of forget about the competition,"
she said. "A month later, you check the (contest) Web site and see if you won.’
Photojournalism assistant professor Dennis
Dunleavy said the College ’Photographer of
the Year award is one of the two most prestigious awards that SJSU enters.
"Since (SJSU) is an accredited program, we
enter the competition to compete with the top
photojournalism schools in the nation,
Dunleavy said.
Dunleavy said when a student wins a prestigious award, it makes it a lot easier to get a job
after graduation.
Gachet did not see her award as that impressive.
"It is just an honorable mention. It is not that
big of a deal," Gachet said.
But she also pointed out that having the
award is more of an indicator of a photographer’s connection to the photojournalism world.
"It does show employers that you have an interest and that you are keeping up with the trends
and the people in the industry, Gachet said.
Kashinsky said that having the award on his
resume is definitely a good thing. However, he
had some reservations with the award process.
"It is all about your portfolio looking good,"
Kashinsky said.
He added that, "At the same time there are
a lot of photographers that do not get picked
for some reason. There is definitely some subjectivity to the competition. A lot of it is
luck."
The College Photographer of the year was
awarded to Michael Brown of Ohio State
University.

Photo Courtesy of Ivan Kashinsky

Mildred Snitzer shows determination while boxing with weights during her rehabilitation at Menlo Park Place, a nursing
home in Menlo Park, Calif. The photo was part of Ivan Kashinsky’s silver metal portfolio in this year’s College
Photographer of the Year competitIon.

Dean proposes student federal aid program ’American Idol’ set
Education Act of 1965, Lyndon
Johnson said, "A high school senior
anywhere in this great land of ours can
HANOVER, N.H. Democratic
presidential hopeful Howard Dean on apply to any college or university in
Thursday offered a plan to provide any one of the 50 states and not be
college students with 110,000 a year turned away because their family is
in federal financial aid as part of his poor.’ But that vision is far from ful$7.1 billion higher education pro- filled," Dean said in a speech at
Dartmouth College.
gram.
The former Vermont governor
Arguing that President Bush’s tax
would
guarantee that Americans
cuts have resulted in cuts in peu grants
and other financial help, Dean pro- would not have to pay more than 10
posed that students be entitled to percent of their income toward loans
$10,000 for post-secondary schooling, after graduation. He would hold the
whether at a traditional college or uni- debt obligation to 7 percent for students entering what he dubbed the
versity or in high-skills training.
Dean would finance his plan by "Public Service Corps" professions
such as nursing, teathing, social work,
reraling all of Bush’s tax cuts.
When he signed the Higher law enforcement, firefighting and
Associated Press

emergency medical care.
To qualify, students in eighth grade
would have to commit to attending
college and their families would be
provided advance calculations of the
federal aid that they could qualify for,
All debts would be considered paid in
full 10 years after graduation.
"When students enter high school,
they need to know that the door to
college is open to them," Dean said.
Higher education costs have caught
the attention of many of the
Democrats seeking their party’s presidential nomination. Sen. John
Edwards of North Carolina has proposed revising the national college
loan program by eliminating banks’
role in student loans,

Sen. John Kerry of Massachusetts
has proposed a $3.2 billion community service plan for high school students that would qualify for them for
the equivalent of their state’s four-year
public college tuition.
As part of his plan, Dean also
would quadruple the number of people serving in AmeriCorps to
250,000.
As Dean was introduced at the Ivy
League college, about nine students
each unfurled a Confederate flag. Last
week, Dean touched off a storm of
criticism when he said he wanted to
be the candidate for guys with
Confederate flags in their pickup
rucks." He belatedly apologized for
the remark.,

SEVIS I Officials iron out system kinks
continuedfrom page 1
estimated that 33,750 foreign students
and exchange visitors might be
included in the process on an annual
basis.
To date, more than 3,500 foreign
students nationwide are on a "noshow" status, according to the
and
Customs
Immigration
Enforcement Web site.
Meanwhile, some San Jose State
University officials such as Louis
Gecenok, international student adviser, said the current way SEWS is
being updated isn’t perfect.
Gecenok also said it takes a lot of
work to enter the data to process more
than 1,200 SJSU foreign students at
the international and extended studies
for the international programs and
services.
"Working to make the system
work takes a lot of time," Gecenok
said about the hours it takes for the
office staff to enter the reams of
data.
SEWS is the software program that
integrates with the California State
University student PeopleSoft database that manages all student records.
It tracks all F-1 academic students
and J-1 exchange students with the
student exchange visitor program at
SJSU.
Gecenok said SEWS manages the
ongoing data about F-1 students and
J-1 students who are at SJSU.
He also said his office is having
problems with the reporting process.
"And a lot of it relies on PeopleSoft
trying to get that batch interface
working," he said, "which still isn’t
working, yet."
Gecenok said the PeopleSoft interface has yet to be designed for the way
the data that is entered, retrieved or
delivered in the batch system that
sends the data to immigration on a
regular schedule.
nVliat the batch will do is integrate
all the information," he said. "So the
next project is to get all the individually communicated real-time interactive, RTI, student SEWS files into the
campus databases for PeopleSoft."
For the time being, Gecenok said,
the entries are individually reported
using the old real-time interactive system.
"That way you individually have to
send each student’s change or file and
a change of status gets communicated
each time," he said. "The problem is
that they are sent one-by-one and not
in the campus records or system so the
system cant monitor it as effectively."
Gecenok said the irregularities
extend to data entry and the reporting
system.
The information is sent to the U.S.
Immigration
and
Citizenship
Services, which is a bureau of the

U.S. Department of Homeland
Security, according to the agency
Web site.
Ongoing student data includes any
change in status such as admission,
enrollment, port of entry, change in
address or program of study, he said.
He noted that additional alerts or
event reports also provide immigration
data to the U.S. Department of State.
Gecenok said his office sends the
updated records every few days.
It depends on how much accumulates, and it’s all done so we can
report all full-time students,"
Gecenok said. "And the system
would take all the students full time
and look in the system and recognize
that and report them, instead of
checking on each student and report
for each student."
Gecenok said he would be going to a
conference in Los Angeles in the next
10 days to meet with people from
immigration about what will be
expcted.
"The next semester’s reports will be
done by batch," he said.
Gecenok said he continues to be
optimistic about resolving the computer glitches about how to .get the
batch reporting system to work in the
future.
"We expect it to be working soon,"
he said. It will be up and running
next semester."
Leann
Cherkasky
Makhni,
International House director, said
she has seen many evolutionary
changes since she first arrived 12
years ago.
She said the best that students can
do is to be in touch with their international student advisers while they are
staying on top of the regulations and
the SEWS administration updates
and interpretations.
"I have been hearing from students
and prospective students about how
complex the forms are," Makhni said
"It’s a real difficult time."
International
Helen
Stevens,
Programs and Services director, said
everything is tighter now than it was
before.
"We have received calls from
prospective students who are unable
to get visas," Stevens said.
Stevens said she thinks the atmosphere of the Patriot Act has created
greater anxiety in some of the students
and visiting scholars.
"On one hand, they feel wanted and
welcomed," she said. "And unwelcome
by what is having to be done to visit
here."
Stevens said the workload in her
office has gone way up with all of the
data entry.
"Once the student is here certain
things have to be done with the
SEWS program including the immigration activity, full-time require-

""TIAIS

for global contest
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES "American
Idol" Kelly Clarkson will get the
chance to measure herself against her
international counterparts.
In "World Idol," a two-part special
airing the evenings of Christmas and
New Year’s Day, Clarkson will compete in London with winners from 10
other countries including Lebanon,
South Africa and Poland.
An international panel of judges,
made up of one representative from
each country, will comment on thcper-

IS

formances. Then viewers from around
the world will have the chance to vote.
Details on the voting process will be
released later, according to the Fox
network, home of "American Idol."
The competitors are all winners of
the first season of the "Idol" series in
their respective countries making
second-season U.S. winner Ruben
Studdard ineligible, the network said
Wednesday.
The program will air 8-10 p.m. EST
on Christmas Day, Dec. 25, and from
9-10 p.m. EST on New Year’s Day,
Jan, 1.

S’T’CORY"
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ment, change of status to another
visa and if they apply for employment," Stevens said. All things are
tracked now in the SEWS program."
Stevens said her office tries to keep
the students informed of their responsibilities.
"We’re always careful and we need to
be careful to be within the law," she
said, "to keep the university with the
correct legal status."
Gecenok said the SEWS fees and
the process are unwieldy.
"We were hoping that the cost
would be less but this is what the
U.S. Congress has put into the legislation," Gecenok said. "It’s the procedures that are cumbersome. It’s a
terrible imposition and a waste of
time."
SJSU adviser Gecenok said he was
concerned about the additional
burdens on the students and
demands on the staff that are consuming.
"It would be good to get a lot more
money to hire more staff, he said.
Officials have been arguing about
the final amount and when it will be
regnired, he said.
"They will notify us," Gecenok said.
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Hijinx gives comic book lovers a downtown San Jose option
By Janine Stanhope

Some superheros like Spiderman
are very popular, but you cant pigeon-

Daily Copy Editor

it

Comic books are more than pictures
with bubbles of conversation or exclamations such as buff, bop, barn and boom.
Dan Shahin, co-owner of Hiknx
Comics bookstore in downtown San
Jose, said although the content isn’t
always considered very complicated to
understand, comic books are considered an art form of their own.
"I think of comics as a medium composed of multiple genres for all ages,"
Shahin said. "They are creative."
Shahin has a software engineering
degree from San Francisco State
University. He shares the ownership of
the bookstore with Kevin Wu, who has
a master’s degree with an emphasis in
child adolescence from Columbia
University in New York City.
Their two stores are located on
South Third Street near San Jose
State University and on Lincoln
Avenue in Willow Glen.
Shahin said he started working at
the Willow Glen store when he was
11 years old.
"I ended up in video production with
ESPN and worked as a software ensineer in the dot-corn industry," he said.
"The visual metaphor is a potent
medium."
Shahin said he likes the concept of
what is unsaid that swims between the
frames where the message is often left
to the imagination.
"Psychological closure in the mind
tells you what is happening between a
frame of a man with a hat on his head
and the next frame that shows his hat
in his hand," Shahin said as hepointed
to a book on the shelf by Neil Gaiman,
a comic book author and artist. "We
file away what happens between the
frames. And we have an emotional
investment in the time we spend."
Other types of comics and comic
books have a following of readers who
believe that their favorite characters
can magically correct problems and
cross borders, he said.

hole the narrative technique," he said.
"It’s like art and music. They are both
related but separated."
Educators who seek different ways to
instruct might also use comic books,
for example, to remove barriers in
teaching art and language, Shahin said.
"Some art classes at school include
them to study," he said. "And some
comic books ... are available in other
languages. One example is ’Tintin.’"
"Tintin" is a comic book that origi-

nated in France and now is in a variety
of different languages, according to
the "Tintin" Web site.
Some students have favorite characters and enjoy the magical characteristics that are often marketed with television, movies, action figures and
games with magic cards.
Andy Shewmaker, a sophomore
majoring in television, radio, film and
theater said he went to Hijinx to buy
the most recent edition of a card game
that features a selection of magic characters who can win battles with magical tools and abilities.
"I like anything by Jhonen Vasquez
and the ’Johnny Homicidal Maniac’
comic books," he said. "And ’Stupid
Comics’ with a different type of legion
with stupid villains and superheros."
Shewmaker said he also likes the
new Goth and the comics that are
published by Slave Labor Graphics on
Market Street in San Jose.
"Goth is a subculture that transcends
a lifestyle," Shahin said. "It has a fantasy following."
Shahin said Shewmaker likes what
many students on campus have been
buying as well.
He said "Magic the Gathering" is
one collection of card games with followers who buy the different versions
and subsets from the basic game that
began with an original theme.
Co-owner Wu said people also like
to play online.
"It has similar ideas to ’Dungeons
and Dragons.’ It’s a game that has
been around and it sells well," he said.

Janean Brongersma I Daily Staff
Westley Wong, an SJSU senior majoring in administration of justice, looks at one of the comic books at Hijinx Comics on Third Street
downtown San Jose. The store, located above Iguana’s Taqueria, is owned by Kevin Wu and Dan Shahin.
"It’s very similar to ’Dungeons and
Dragons,’ but instead of dice you play

with, cards."
He said the magic in the game is
similar to the way magic is used in the
Harry Potter books.
"The cards work individually or in a
combination," he said. "People buy the
different subset environments where
the rules are the same It creates a dif-

ferent fantasy environment, power
combinations and things."
Shahin said comic books have been
considered to have additional social
redeeming qualities that provide
comic relief about everyday life from
how families interact to politics, such
as the comic strips that are popular in
newspapers.
"The political cartoon and other comic

strips. . are central art forms where
creators can express their vision," Shahin
said. "They can include deep statements
about the human condition."
Shahin said he hesitated to explain
the reason to believe that comics
might offer more than a light-hearted
discussion of social injustice with a
comedic relief from the daily grind,
hut said comic hooks could also he a

San Jose Publishing Co seeks
an assist Mrkt & Promo Coord.
Entry level, PT. M -W-F, 12pm5pm. Knowledge of Catholic
Church. Interest in learning
about mrkting. See web site at
www.rpinet.com. Cover & res to
Greg Ingram. Fax 408-287-8748
or Emailgregirgrpinet.corn.
RESTAURANT ASSISTANTS
needed. Fillets Mediterranean
Restaurant seeks enthusiastic
& energetic individuals for
kitchen & hosting duties. Must
have good verbal skills. Well
presented and outgoing. This is
a FT/PT opportunity. Slop by
Fillela at 3284 El Camino Real,
Santa Clara or ask for Mike
at 408-260-0120
POSMONS developing ads &
mktg. $300-$400/ wk. Job code.
USH PT/FT info 1-800-757-9917
HEY BABY-SITTERS NEEDED
10 hours a week 3 children S.
San Jose Exp Ref Own trans
Kerry 997-3130 or 529-0098.
START-UP MAGAZINE seeks
bright, hip. creative, motivated
student Computer skills a must
Graphic design desireable.
Photography a big plus PAID
internship Show me what yuu
got (408) 828-3646
CLUB PROMOTERS needed
now for 18+ & 21+ events based
in SJ & SF. Cat 510-822-5715
VALET PARKING- Now hiring
for Part -Time positions in the
San Jose, & Los Gatos area
We provide valet service for
hotels and special events
Flexible schedules, mostly
evenings and weekends Must
be neat, well groomed and be
able to provide excellent
customer service Applicants
must be able to drive a 5 -speed
transmission and have a valid
COL with a good DMV record
Starting pay is $7 00/hour plus
tips Please call 925-934-7275,
Signature Parking Services
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
help needed for small exclusive
shop and kennel PT, Tues-Sat.
Must be reliable, honest, able to
do physical work Prefer exp
working w/ dogs. but will train
Great poly for dog lover Can
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
Call 371-9115

[Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
Inlormallon.
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded Met, when making
these further contacts. they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
or coupons for discount
veoetions or merchandise.

ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
PT/Fl- Flexible Schedule
All Shifts- Grave Bonus
Student Friendly - Will Train
408-247-4827
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business.
Perfect for students!
Earn $250 every weekend!
Must have reliable truck or van.
Heavy lifting is required.
405-292-7876.

STUDENT UNION Information
Center is now hiring a part-time ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
position. Must be a work study Part-time work available with
student and willing to work Mon flexible hours15-30 hours/week)
to Fri. 15-20 hrsAvk. To apply, Internships possible
please go to the Administration All majors may apply
Office on the 3rd floor of the Sctiolarships awarded annually
Some conditions apply
Student Union, or call 924-6310.
Start at 19.00 BASE - appt.
MASTERS SWIM COACH Earn $95-$570 per week
Coach adult Masters Swimming Gain valuable experience in
5:15am-8:00am Tues. & Thurs
customer service & sales
Coach adult swimmers in stroke No experience necessary
development, speed work, and Training provided
endurance. Applicant must Endorsed by National
have competitive swim exp.
Academic Advisory Board
and experience in teaching. Earn income & gain experience!
Ability to obtain a lifeguard Call 615-1500
10am - 4pm
certification is a must. For more ’www.workforstudents cornisisu’
information call Elise Lalor,
Aquatics Program Director RECREATION JOBS AT THE
Central YMCA, 408-351-6326 LOS GATOS-SARATOGA REC
or email Elalor@scvymca.org.
DEPT. Positions Open Now For
Leaders. Afterschool Elem.Sch.
TEACHERS / INSTRUCTORS Age Child Care Recreation/
P/T instructors elem schools Enrichment Programs. Prr , MF
Degree/Cred NOT Required 2-6pm & T-Th 2-6pm positions
Oppty for teaching exp Need car available. Pay Range: $7.83VU 408-287-4170 x408 BaPPE $11 32 hour. starting depending
on exp No ECE units req Call
PART TIME TUTORS:
Kathy. 408-867-6348.
Kirclergarteri--12th grade students
Excellent communication skills
STUDENT WORK
and the ability to help students
$1750 TO START
in multiple subjects required
Fr/PT Avail, All Majors.
Experience with students and
Great Resume Exp.
technology preferred. Positions
Training Provided.
available in San Jose and the
START IMMEDIATELY
South County Area Hours are
CALL 408-436-9336
after school & evenings. Pay starts FunStudentWork comGet Paid
at $12 per hr. Email resume to: For Your Opinions! Earn $15info@extremeleamiNwnter.corn
$125
or fax resume to 408-782-5073.
and more per surveyi
Extreme Learning Center
www paidonlinesurveys corn

FRATERNITIES SORORITIES
CLUBS STUDENT GROUPS
Earn $1,000- $2,000 this
semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour
fundraising event Our free
programs make fundraising
easy with no risks. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so get
with the program! It worksl.
Contact CampusFundraiser at
888-923-3238, or visit
WWW campusfundraiser com

DOWNTOWN APT FOR RENT
For as little as $725imo a newly
remodeled 1 BD/1 BA apt could
be yours! Located near SJSU in
bustling Downtown, makes it
perfect for students. Further
SHARED HOUSINO conveniences this apt offers
are laundry facilites and easy
RM IN HOUSE: w/c1, game room, access to Bay Area freeways
study area. util. incl Across st Please contact John at
from campus
Male pref’d. 408-947-0803 for showing. Ask
Contact Josh 667-8994.
about STUDENT SPECIAL!!

DECORATOR APT, UNIQUE
Spanish Revival charm. We are
looking for a long term, financially responsible person who is
clean, quiet & sober. 1 bedroom
with den, hardwood floors. This
S.F. style flat has a yard plus
1 off-street parking. Individual
private front & rear entrances.
$900+/- 551-553 So. 6th St.
Look, then call 408-286-0596.

""FREE/ FIRST MONTH RENTExtra large, 3 bdrm/2 full bath &
2 bdrm/2 full bath apts starting
at $1050/month. Will work with
you on depostt. 2 blocks from
GOT TIME? NEED MONEY? SJSU. Water/Trash paid. Parking
Club fliers needed 12am-2am available Washer/ Dryer on
Thurs-Sat call 510-882-5715
site Cats OK Well managed
student bldg 408-378-1409

ALLY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
atto5a6h3.6r1is601

MOVIE EXTRA’S / MODELt,
needed. No exp required, all
looks & ages. Earn $100-$500 a
day 1-888-820-0167 ext U203.

*SJSU INTERNATIONAL
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
HOUSE
Local valet company in search
For
Amer.can and International
of enthusiastic and energetic
Students
individuals to work at nearby
malls and private events. FT/PT Fun and Friendly Environment
5 minute walk to campus
available. We will work around
Wireless Internet
your busy school schedule.
Well-equipped Kitchen
Must have clean DMV. Lots of
Computer
and Study rooms
fun & earn good money. Call
2 pianos and game rooms
408-867-7275.
Laundry Facilities
Parking
LIFEGUARDS - Instructional
Lifeguards - Aquatic Specialists. Call 924-6570 or stop by for a
tour
or
check
our website
Easter Seals Bay Area seeks
part or full time in San Jose. www.sisu.edu/depts/ihouse.
360
S.
11th
Street.
(between
Mon Sat. $9.82 - $13.42/hr.
San Carlos & San Salvador)
408-295-0228.
Call
Jacob
Resume: jobs@esba.org, or
Fax 408-275-9858. Or mail
730 Ernpey Way San Jose 95128
RENTAL HOUSING
PROGRAM COUNSELOR I
Counselors for elementary, middle
school, & shelter, after-school
programs for girls. Faciltate
curriculum activities. Strong
interpersonal, planning, organization, & follow-through skills, a
must 12-15 hrs/wk. $10/hr. Visit
vAvw.girlscoutsofscc.org for more
information Send Cover letter
& resume to. Dept. PCI, Girl
Scouts of Santa Clara County,
1310 S. Bascom Ave. San Jose
CA 951280, FAX 408-287-8025
or email hr@giriscoutsofscc org.
AA/E0E

5acisonitildird

SAVE GAS-WALK TO CLASS
2 TOWN HOMES FOR RENT,
68 & 70 S. 8th St. Completely
Remodeled. 1/2 block from
SJSU Eng. Bldg. Approx 800
sq. ft. 2 berm 1 1/2 bath. New
Appliances,
Carpet,
Vinyl,
Paint. Newly remodeled bathrooms. $1200/mo., $600 dep
Broker 408-921-2919

letters, numbers punctuation & soic8b5warh
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FOR SALE

WORD PROCESSING
PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Experienced & dependable
Almaden/Branham area Call
Linda for appt. at 408 -264-4504

AFFORDABLE DELL LAPTOP
4 sale! Good cond Pentium 3
w/ Windows 2000 Prof + Office
Make otter. Nick 619-261-5260

25% STUDENT DISCOUNT
on most Classified Ads in
the Sparta- Daily,

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

61
62
63
64
65
66
67

JUJULIQUDUCILILIULIZILILILILICILILICILILIJULILIL1
Name

Please check

One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Day
Days
Days
Days Days
3 lines
$9
$11
$13
$7
$5
Rate increases $2 lor each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS’
20 + consecutive issues receive 10% off
consecutive
issues receive 20% off
40 +
50 + consecutive issues receive 25% off
Local rates apply to Santa Clare County advertisers
and S.181.1 students. staff IL faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

Address

one classification:

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF -

Phom
Send check or money order to (No Credit Cards Accepted)

Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Joss State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149

Lost and Found
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Oppodundies

_Rental Housing
_Shared Housing
_Real Estate
_Services
_Healtn’Beauty
__Sports:Thrills
_Insurance
Entertainment
_Travel
_Tutoring
_Word Processing

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall. Room 209
Deadline 1000 am two weekdays before publication
No refunds on canceled ads
III All ads are prepaid
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
MI QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277
Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm STUDENT ID REQUIRED

* Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community.
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SAFE
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(.1 2003 UMW FeetuwrSyncticate. Inc
38
39
44
45
46
47

4 Credit
5 Sofas
6 Muddies the
waters
7 Polished off
8 Vocal fanfare
(hyph I
9 Dalmatian.
to a firefighter
10 Exempt
11 Dogie stopper
12 Fists. slangily
16 Sit down
21 Verb preceders
23 Run after
26 Captures
27 What Pandora
unleashed
28 Catcher’s glove
29 Joyce Carol 30 Whiskey grains
32 Shacks
33 Granitelike
34 Diet spread
35 ’Rats!’

1 Labyrinth
2 Fix a manuscr pt
3 Auctioneer’s cry

"/

48
49
50
51
53
55
56
57
60

Ice hollow locale
Loafer
Harem jewelry
Drill through
Decayed
Hide out
12 wds I
TV lawyer
- Marshall
Elf
At bay
Pester
Little dogs
Land unit
Hoax
Kachina maker
Salesperson

no

A

14

1S

is

1

t

20

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Part of MHz
Mild expletive
Object to
Uproars
Smidgen
Romance
in France
Brass component
Contended
Fume
Ceaseless
Blames
Atom fragments
Truthful
Halo
Hold forth
UFO passenger
Puts up alfalfa
Coal scuttle
Diner sandwich
Cooked in butter
- - mode
JFK arrival. once
Turnpikes (abbr I
More scarce
Get rid of wnnkles
European capital
Alternative
Propane holder
Investigative
technique
Mascara target
Bring to bear
Caspian Sea
feeder
Sonic bounce
Female relative
Muchacha’s coin
Mouse catcher
Perfect place
Gush out
Teamster rig

2

Zip co04

discussion
about the problems of society in general.
"The dog, cat and mouse trinity has
been said to be an example of the religious metaphor. It was used in the
1920s comic strip about Ignats,"
Shahin said. "But comics aren’t always
that complex . . . and there’s nothing
in ore TO it."

1999 FORD RANGER SUPERCAB 4X4 Exceii condition
Loaded with extras. Low miles
K.B.B $13,100 asking $10.900
408-357.2974

1
5
TIRED OF SHARING
9
A BATHROOM??
13
Come see our huge 2 bedroom. 14
2 full bath, over 1000 sq. foot apt 15
Walking distance to campus
Newly Remodeled. Parking 17
Security Gate. Substantially 18
larger than others! $1250/mo. 19
408-947-0803.
20
22
HOUSE FOR RENT CLOSE 24
TO SJSU 2 bedrooms, 1 bath. 25
Ideal for 2 or 3 persons. Asking 26
$1100. Call TC Properties for 29
appt to see. 408-971-8900.
31
32
33
SERVICES
36
37
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your term paper or thesis 40
Experienced, efficient, reliably 41
exacting I will meet your dead- 42
line. Call Grace 831-252-1108 43
45
Or evagrace@aol.com
47
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN 48
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per 51
year. Save 30% - 60%. For info 52
call 1-800-655-3225 Or
54
VA51W.studentdental.com or
58
www.goldenwestdental com
59

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALI. 408-924-3277

Cnv 5 State

valuable resource for the

PHN: 408-924-3277
FAX: 408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
www.thespartandaily.com

SSIFIE
The SPARTAN DAILY
EGG DONORS NEEDED!
makes no claim for products
Healthy females ages 18-31
or services advertised below
Donate to infertile couples
nor is there any guarantee
some of the many eggs your
implied. The classified
body disposes monthly
columns of the Spartan Daily
COMPENSATION $5,000
consist of paid advertising
Call Reproductive Solutions now
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
818-832-1494
newspaper.
BARTENDER Trainees Needed
$250/day potential Local positions
EMPLOYMENT
1-800-293-3985 ext 559
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Siracusa to head SJSU women’s soccer team in 2004
By David Weinstein
Writer
Daily

ste-

.,tarting over with a new coach and
staff is becoming a common trend for
the San Jose State University women’s
soccer team after it signed new head
coach, Dave Siracusa, on Oct. 21.
Siracusa, San Diego State University
assistant men’s soccer coach for the
past three years, will take the place of
interim head coach Cris Gilmore on
Dec. 2.
SJSU’s athletic ,department didn’t
announce Siracusas signing until Oct.
30 to allow Gilmore to finish the season, said senior assistant athletic director John Glass.
"We had four very qualified candidates," Glass said. "We had both local
and national interest in the position."
Siracusa’s signing makes him the
third Spartans coach in three rats.
Tamie Grimes coached SJSU in 2002
and Gilmore in 2003.
The five search committee members
that selected the new coach included
senior women’s administrator Nancy
Lewis, faculty athletic representative
Bill Fischer and Glass.
Lou Tully, SJSU water polo coach
and former Spartan soccer player and
alumna Michelle Miller rounded out
the committee.
Glass said it took a few months to
finish the entire process.
"We narrowed it down to four candidates and interviewed each of them the
first two weeks of October," Glass said.
"We invited them to spend a day on
campus and meet the department,
coaches and trainers."
Glass interviewed Siracusa and
Gilmore but said the other two candidates did not wish to have their names
released.
Siracusa said he was impressed with
the SJSU staff during his visit.
"This is a great opportunity for me
and I can’t wait to meet the team,"
Siracusa said during a telephone interview Nov. 2. "The staff was very welcoming, helpful and made me feel at
home
Right: Dave Siracusa, an assistant coach with San Diego
State University’s men’s soccer
team, was named as the head
coach of the San lose State
University women’s soccer
team on Oct. 21. Siracusa
replaces Cris Gilmore who was
the Spartans interim head
coach in 2003.

Photo courtesy of San Diego Sate University sports information

Siracusa said his coaching style
stresses ownership of the midfield,
accurate through -balls and high pressure on the opponent’s back line.
Siracusa will take over a team that
went 2-16 in 2003.
Gilmore said the Spartans lack of
success this past season was due to
their physical condition.
"My goal is to get every girl to
embrace her fitness, Siracusa said. "If
you’re not fit at the Division I level,
you will not be successful."
Siracusa spent the last three years as
the Aztecs assistant men’s soccer
coach.
He was also in charge of recruiting,
fundraising and organizing the program’s community service projects.
Glass said the committee looked at
experience, background and fundraising in their selection process.
"We liked Dave’s fundraising background, the questions he asked, his
maturity and his knowledge in business," Glass said. "We went with the
person who gave the best responses to
certain tres of situations on and off
the field.
Siracusa has extensive experience
with club teams and is the associate
director of soccer operations for the
Aztec Soccer Academy.
Before his stint an San Diego,
Siracusa was the head coach of both
the men’s and women’s teams at Cal
State Stanislaus from 1998-1999.
He is also a Bay Area native and
member of the Riordan High School
Hall of Fame.
Spartan goalkeeper Erin Lavey said
2003 was frustrating but next year will
be a different story.
"I’m really excited because it’s a
whole new coach and a clean slate,"
Lavey said.
The new signing has not been perfect
for everyone involved.
Gilmore said he was unhappy in how
the athletic department handled the
matter.
"They weren’t supposed to announce
the new coach until Dec. 1 to avoid
any distraction to the team," Gilmore
said. "They never really had a plan for
me and didn’t check any of my references."
With two games pending, Gilmore
said he knew he was going to be
replaced.
Despite Gilmore’s feelings, Glass
said the committee took the interview
with Gilmore very seriously and that
he was one of the finalists.
"It wouldn’t have been fair to judge
Cris solely on his record," Glass said.
"We knew what a tough situation he

was placed in."
Gilmore said he was also displeased
in the way the athletic department
treated the women’s team in 2003.
"We still haven’t received a media
guide and I think the football team got
theirs in the summer," Gilmore said.
"We’re just now taking our team photos and there has been no promotions.
Lawrence Fan, SJSU sports information director, said staff cuts in the
sports information office and budget
reductions impacted all of the schools
sports this year.
"These two areas made it very difficult for us to complete a media guide
for the women’s team in a timely manner," Fan said.
Gilmore said there were no
announcements for the games, no
schedule cards were handed out and
very few members of the athletic
department attended games.
"In a way it’s good- because I don’t
want to be part of a program that doesn’t take care of its players and coaches
in that way," Gilmore said.
Gilmore said he plans to take a long
break and then do some club soccer
work in Hawaii and Europe.
Following that, Gilmore said he
would wait for the next season to
approach and then apply for other
Division I jobs as they open up.
Siracusa said he has one assistant
coach on staff and will be fielding the
rest from now through the spring.
Doug Hastings, the men’s head soccer coach at El Molino High School in
Forestville, is Siracusa’s lone staff
member.
Siracusa can’t begin recruiting until
Dec. 2, but said there is a pool of talent
in Southern California’s club soccer
teams that he intends to bring in.

Dave Siracusa
Coaching Highlights:
Oct 11, 2003 - Nomad as the head coach of the
SJSU worn, s soccer learn 101 11.0 2004 Sed5On
200.Preeent
Assistant coach with the San Diego
State University mene soccer team
2062002 - Assistant Oracle, at succor operations
and coach with the San Diego Hotspurs club team
2002 -- Associate director ot SOLOS, operations Or
San Diego’s Aztec Soccer Academy
1999 - Head ortech ot both men’s and woman’s
soccer teams at Cal Stale Slani8.8.
1999 - Head coach ol the womene soccer team at
Cal State Stanislaus atter creating the prograrn that
sortie year To build the program StracPsa Me-rdAed
22 student athletes or It,. inaugural season atter hti
was heed m June ol 90
1997 - An assistant coach with Sonoma State’s
women’s soccer team The team was ranked 8th in
the nahon, owned an NCAA tournament berth and
produced two all-smacloans.

San Diego State advances to face
SJSU at MPSF Soccer Tournament
Air Force bounces
UNLKfaces No. 2
University of
New Mexico
By Ian Ross
Daily Staff Writer
SACRAMENTO The Spartan
men’s soccer team sat in the bleachers Thursday night, waiting to see
who it would face in the secondround of the Mountain Pacific
Sports Federation Tournament at
Sacramento State University.
San Jose State University’s opponent would be the winner of the
match between San Diego State
University and the host Sacramento
State.
The Aztecs got two goals from
midfielder Kevin Sapanli and defeated the Hornets 3-1 at Hornet Soccer
field for the honor to face the No. 1
seeded SJSU.
San Diego State went up 1-0 in the
4th minute on Sapanli’s first goal of
the night. The
Hornets struck the equalizer in the
18th minute on a goal by Sam
Sneed.
The Aztecs took a 2-1 lead into the
half, on a Raul Bautista goal in the
35th minute.
The Aztecs Sapanli would open the
second half with a run through the
Hornets defense. Making his way
into the box, he beat Hornet goalkeeper Matt McDougal to the ball
and flicked it just inside the near
post for a 3-1 lead.
The Hornets mounted a late rally,
forcing Aztec goalkeeper Colin
Hanke to make three crucial saves in
the final 11 minutes as San Diego
State advanced to the second round.
The Aztecs take on the Spartans
tonight at 7 o’clock.
"For us it’s a very simple equation,"
said Gary St. Clair, the Spartans
head coach. "It doesn’t matter who
we play, we just need to play well."
SJSU won the regular season match
against the Aztecs, 2-1 at Spartan
Soccer field. The win over San
Diego State clinched the Mountain
Pacific Sports Federation regular
season title for the Spartans.
Earlier Thursday, in a showdown
between conference co - M VPs,
University of Nevada -Las Vegas
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midfielder Alex Hernandez scored
first, but Air Force Academy midfielder Marcus Sagastume laughed
last as Air Force rolled to a 3-1 victory in the opening game of the
tournament.
The Falcons advanced to the second round where they will play second -seeded University of New
Mexico today at 4:30 p.m. at Hornet
Soccer Field.
Hernandez put UNLV on the
board in the sixth minute off an
assist by UNLV midfielder Brendon
Bain.

The Falcons Sagastume answered
back in the 19th minute, striking the
equalizer on an assist by forward
Dan Walsh.
Air Force took the lead for the first
time off a comer kick. Sagastume got
the assist as midfielder Daniel Bolin
scored the goal.
The Falcons took a 2-1 lead into
halftime, out shooting the Rebels
13-4.
The MPSF’s leading scorer, Air
Force midfielder Daniel Wasson,
scored the lone second half goal. It
was his 16th this year.

The path you choose today
can lead to tomorrow’s success.
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If you’re ready to apply your knowledge and skills in the postgraduation job market, then toss your hat in with State Fund.
State Fund, the leading workers’ compensation insurance
carrier in California, is interested in graduates seeking
opportunity and stability. We offer a wide range of positions
throughout California, plus an environment that will foster
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At State Fund you’ll find exceptional benefits, professional
training to expand your horizons, and many advancement
possibilities.
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contacting Human Resources at 415-565-1722. Then launch
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